Entanglement and Bell nonlocality are used to describe quantum inseparabilities. Bell-nonlocal states form a strict subset of entangled states. A natural question arises concerning how much territory Bell nonlocality occupies entanglement for a general two-qubit entangled state. In this work, we investigate the relation between entanglement and Bell nonlocality by using lots of randomly generated two-qubit states, and give out a constraint inequality relation between the two quantum resources. For studying the upper or lower boundary of the inequality relation, we discover maximally (minimally) nonlocal entangled states, which maximize (minimize) the value of the Bell nonlocality for a given value of the entanglement. Futhermore, we consider a special kind of mixed state transformed by performing an arbitrary unitary operation on werner state. It is found that the special mixed state's entanglement and Bell nonlocality are related to ones of a pure state transformed by the unitary operation performed on the Bell state.
I. INTRODUCTION
Entanglement and Bell nonlocality are two core concepts that are used to describe non-classical correlations in quantum information. As an important quantum resource, entanglement is at the basis of many protocols in quantum information [1] . For instance, remote state preparation [2, 3] , quantum teleportation [4] , super-dense coding [5] , quantum cryptographic key distribution [6] , quantum computation [7] and so on. The best performance of such tasks requires maximally entangled states, one of the most important entanglement manipulations is the entanglement purification or distillation [8] [9] [10] [11] .
It is well known that Bell nonlocality is a sufficient form of quantum inseparabilities [12] . This nonlocal property is manifested explicitly by violating the different Bell-type inequalities, and it makes an essential role in better understanding of the subtle aspects of quantum mechanics [13, 14] . Some local quantum measurements reveal Bell nonlocality of bipartite states. However, their statistics of measurement outcomes can not be explained by a local hidden variable (LHV) model [15, 16] . This non-classical nature of quantum mechanics can be applied to device-independent quantum information processing [16] .
It is impossible that an entangled state can be expressed as a convex combination of separable states. And it is a fact that if a system has Bell nonlocality, then it must be entangled [17] . Historically, the violation of Bell inequality is usually used as a criterion for whether two qubits are entangled, for the inseparability of a two-qubit pure state corresponds to the violation of the Clauser-Horne-Shimony-Holt (CHSH) inequality, and vice versa [13] . However, for a two-qubit mixed state which are in practice the ones always encountered, this is not the case. Werner [18] proved initially that a general bipartite mixed state with entanglement does not violate any Bell-type inequalities. The violation of Bell inequality [15] has been recently confirmed by experiments which is not afflicted by * yeliu@ahu.edu.cn detection and locality loopholes [19] [20] [21] [22] . And this violation of Bell inequality constitutes one of the most impressive confirmations of the nonlocal character of quantum theory.
Now that both entanglement and Bell nonlocality are used to describe quantum inseparabilities. As two vital quantum resources, we are more concerned about which domain the values of Bell nonlocality are limited in the values of entanglement. And what states the boundary of Bell nonlocality located in entanglement region represents. In addition, we want to know evolution characteristics of the two quantum resources by performing an arbitrary unitary operation on werner state. One difficulty in acquiring a general conclusion about the relation between entanglement and Bell nonlocality is to find a general incontrovertible methods that can compare entanglement and Bell nonlocality. Thus, the main goal of our research is how to obtain a universal relation between entanglement and Bell nonlocality.
The remainder of this article is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we review the quantification of entanglement and Bell nonlocality. In Sec. III, we investigate the relation between concurrence and Bell nonlocality by using lots of randomly generated two-qubit states. Interestingly, we discover an inequality relation between concurrence and Bell nonlocality. Based on the inequality, we discover maximally nonlocal entangled states and minimally nonlocal entangled states. In Sec. IV, we consider the relation between concurrence and Bell nonlocality of a special kind of mixed state, which is the state transformed by an arbitrary unitary operation from the werner state. In final, we end up our article with a brief conclusion.
II. PRELIMINARIES
Concurrence is usually used as a measure for entanglement of two-qubit states [1, 23] . For a two-qubit pure state |ψ , its concurrence is defined as [24] C (|ψ ) = ψ ψ ,
where ψ = (σ y ⊗ σ y ) |ψ * . Here |ψ * is the complex conjugate of the pure state |ψ and σ y is the Pauli-y matrice. a general two-qubit state ρ, its concurrence is defined by the convex-roof [11, 25] as follows
The minimization is taken over all possible decompositions ρ into pure states. An analytic solution of concurrence can be calculated [24] C (ρ) = max 0,
where λ n (n ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}) are the eigenvalues, in decreasing order, of the non-Hermitian matrix ρρ. Here, the matrixρ has the following form
where the matrix ρ * is the complex conjugate of the state ρ. In addition, with respect to a two-qubit Bell diagonal state ρ BD , its concurrence can be given by
where λ max (ρ BD ) is the maximum eigenvalue of the state ρ BD . Besides, Bell inequality violation in quantum mechanics tells us that quantum correlations are quite different from classical correlations. In the case of two-qubit states, the CHSH inequality [12] is a well-known Bell inequality and has the important property that an arbitrary two-qubit pure state violates the CHSH inequality if only and if it is entangled. Considering the Hilbert space H = C 2 ⊗ C 2 , the Bell-operator associated with the Bell inequality can be given by
where a, a and b, b are unit vectors describing the measurements on sides A and B, respectively. Here, σ = (σ x , σ y , σ z ) is a vector made up of Pauli matrices. Then the Bell inequality can be expressed as
In terms of the Horodecki's theorem [12] , the maximum expected value of the Bell-operator for a general two-qubit state ρ has the following form
where M (ρ) = u 1 + u 2 and u i (i ∈ {1, 2}) are two larger eigenvalues of the symmetric matrix U ρ = T T ρ T ρ constructed from a correlation matrix T ρ and its transpose matrix T T ρ . The real matrix T ρ is formed by the coefficients Tr (ρσ m ⊗ σ n ) (m, n ∈ {x, y, z}). The Bell inequality can be violated if only and if M (ρ) > 1 [12] . In order to make sure whether the Bell inequality is violated, we usually use Bell nonlocality to quantify the maximal violation of the Bell inequality. Following Ref. [26, 27] , we consider the Bell nonlocality N (ρ) has the following form
III. INEQUALITY RELATION BETWEEN CONCURRENCE AND BELL NONLOCALITY
For a general two-qubit pure state |ψ , the quantity M (|ψ ) can be given by [26] 
Therefore, for the pure state |ϕ , the relation between concurrence C (|ϕ ) and Bell nonlocality N (|ϕ ) is
Eq. (11) shows that Bell nonlocality is equivalent to concurrence in a pure state system. However, for a general two-qubit mixed state ρ, the relation between concurrence C (ρ) and Bell nonlocality N (ρ) is intricate. It is well known that Bellnonlocal states form a strict subset of entangled states [28] . In other words, non-local states must be entangled states, but entangled states are not necessarily non-local states. However, we are more concerned about the mutual constraint between concurrence and Bell nonlocality, i.e., when we only know the values of concurrence, where is value-range of Bell nonlocality? In order to obtain the mutual constraint between the concurrence C (ρ) and the Bell nonlocality N (ρ), we investigate lots of randomly generated two-qubit states. The result shows that there is a constraint relation between concurrence and Bell nonlocality, which can be expressed by an inequality. The inequality can be expressed as follows (see Fig. 1 )
Eq. (12) reveals that Bell-nonlocal states form a strict subset of entangled states, and the Bell nonlocality is constrained by the concurrence. For the pure state |ϕ , its concurrence C (|ϕ ) is equal to its Bell nonlocality N (|ϕ ). The relation satisfied in the case of pure states is the upper boundary reflected by Eq. (12) . Thus, the state |ϕ is a maximally nonlocal entangled state. A natural confusion arises of whether there exist some typical mixed states that satisfy the upper or lower boundary of Eq. (12) . With this confusion, we find two kinds of mixed states that satisfy the upper boundary and lower boundary of Eq. (12), respectively. And the two kinds of mixed states can be obtained in the following way. We place particle A of the Werner state in the phase damped (PD) channel and the amplitude damped (AD) channel to obtain its evolutionary state, respectively. For the sake of discussion, we will analyze the two cases in two subsections. Before we do that, we need to know the relation between concurrence and Bell nonlocality for the Werner state.
We consider Werner state [18] as the initial state, which contains the maximal entangled pure state (Bell state) and the maximal mixed state, is defined as
where the parameter p is a real number in a closed interval 5 randomly generated two-qubit states (there are 5 × 10 4 randomly generated states of rank 2, 3, 4, respectively), by using a specific Matlab package. purity of the state ρ W is P (ρ W ) = 1+3p 2 4 . When this state ρ W varies with the parameter p, we obtain the concurrence and Bell nonlocality with the following forms
Hence, the relation between concurrence and Bell nonlocality for the Werner state ρ W can be given by
Obviously, the Bell nonlocality is positively correlated with the concurrence for the Werner state ρ W . When the concurrence C (ρ W ) is greater than
, the Bell inequality is violated.
A. Evolutionary state corresponding to the PD channel
We consider the evolutionary state ρ which is formed by particle A of the werner state ρ W going through the PD channel. And the state ρ has the following concise form
where
are the Kraus operators of the PD channel. Here,
is a maximally nonlocal mixed state. This is because the state ρ M N M S maximizes the value of the Bell nonlocality for a given value of the purity [29, 30] . For the evolutionary state ρ, it belongs to the Bell diagonal states ρ BD . And the correlation matrix T ρ can be written as
Hence, the Bell nonlocality N (ρ) of the state ρ can be expressed as
For calculating the concurrence of this state ρ, we adopt Eq. (5) for concurrence of Bell diagonal states ρ BD to obtain the concurrence result of the state ρ, i.e.,
Hence, we acquire the mutual constraint (see Fig. 2 ) between concurrence and Bell nonlocality for the state ρ. It is worth noting that the upper and lower boundaries of the Fig. 2 correspond to the maximally nonlocal mixed state ρ M N M S and the Werner state ρ W , respectively.
When the parameter p is equal to 1, the state ρ is reduced to the maximally nonlocal mixed state ρ M N M S . Thus, its concurrence C (ρ M N M S ) and Bell nonlocality N (ρ M N M S ) can be given by
Eq. (20) shows that Bell nonlocality is equivalent to concurrence for the maximally nonlocal mixed state ρ M N M S . Combining with Eq. (12), we obtain that the state ρ M N M S maximizes the value of the Bell nonlocality for a given value of the concurrence. Therefore, the state ρ M N M S is also a maximally nonlocal entangled state.
B. Evolutionary state corresponding to the AD channel
We consider the evolutionary state ρ which is formed by particle A of the werner state ρ W going through the AD chan- nel. And the state ρ has the following concise form
and
are the Kraus operators of the AD channel. For the evolutionary state ρ, its correlation matrix T ρ can be written as
For the calculation of the concurrence of this state ρ, we adopt Eq. (3) to compute the concurrence of the state ρ, i.e.,
Hence, we get the mutual constraint (see Fig. 3 ) between concurrence and Bell nonlocality for the state ρ. It is worth noting that lower boundary of the Fig. 3 correspond to the state ρ M N ES , and upper boundary of the Fig. 3 correspond to the state ρ at the case of p = ε. When the parameter p is equal to 0, the state ρ is reduced to the state ρ N CM S . Here, the state ρ N CM S is a noncorrelated mixed state. This is because its correlation function t ij (ρ N CM S ) = Tr (ρ N CM S σ i ⊗ σ j ) = 0. So, the state ρ N CM S is a non-entangled state. In particular, when the parameter ε is equal to 1, the state ρ N CM S is the maximum mixed state.
When the parameter p is equal to 1, the state ρ is reduced to the state ρ M N ES . Thus, its concurrence C (ρ M N ES ) and Bell's nonlocality N (ρ M N ES ) can be given by
Eq. (25) shows that when the concurrence C (ρ M N ES ) is greater than
, the Bell inequality is violated for the state ρ M N ES . Combining with Eq. (12), we obtain that the state ρ M N ES minimizes the value of the Bell nonlocality for a given value of the concurrence. Therefore, the state ρ M N ES is a minimally nonlocal entangled state.
IV. CONCURRENCE AND BELL NONLOCALITY OF A SPECIAL KIND OF MIXED STATE
At the front, we have proposed the inequality relation between the concurrence and the Bell nonlocality for a general two-qubit state. For investigating the upper and lower boundaries of their relation between the concurrence and the Bell nonlocality, we send one qubit of werner state to go through PD and AD channel, respectively, and obtain the maxmally nonlocal entangled state and the minimally nonlocal entangled state. Next, we will study the concurrence and the Bell nonlocality for the mixed state ρ W U which is the state transformed by performing an arbitrary unitary operation U on the werner state ρ W . In order to make the description simple, we consider that U |ϕ B is a pure state |ϕ . And the mixed state ρ W U has the following form
For the state ρ W U , we obtain two properties about the concurrence C (ρ W U ) and the Bell nonlocality N (ρ W U ). Property 1. The Bell nonlocality N (ρ W U ) of the state ρ W U is related to the Bell nonlocality N (|ϕ ) of the pure state |ϕ . And the correlation can be expressed as
Proof of property 1. The correlation function t ij (ρ W U ) corresponding to the state ρ W U can be reduced as
Thus, the value M (ρ W U ) of the state ρ W U is closely related to the value M (|ϕ ) of the pure state |ϕ , i.e.,
Combining with Eqs. (9), (10) and (11), we obtain Eq. (27) . Property 2. The concurrence C (ρ W U ) of the state ρ W U is related to the concurrence C (|ϕ ) of the pure state |ϕ . And the correlation can be expressed as
Proof of property 2. The non-Hermitian matrix ρ W UρW U can be given by
where H = p 2 ϕ |φ |ϕ φ| +
(|ϕ ϕ| + |φ φ|). Here, we do not directly calculate the eigenvalues of nonHermitian matrix ρ W UρW U , since its eigenvalue-equation are too complicated. According to some properties of matrixrank, the rank R (H) of the matrix H is related to the ranks R (|ϕ ) and R (|φ ). And the relation can be given by
It showes that at least two of the eigenvalues of the matrix H are 0. Therefore, two eigenvalues (λ 3 and λ 4 ) of the nonHermitian matrix ρ W UρW U can be given by
According to the equations
, we obtain the other two eigenvalues (λ 1 and λ 2 ) satisfy the following equations
Combining with Eqs. (3), (33) and (34), we get that the concurrence C (ρ W U ) of the state ρ W U can be expressed as
According to the .
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we investigate the relation between concurrence and Bell nonlocality by using lots of randomly generated two-qubit states. We propose an inequality relation between entanglement and Bell nonlocality. For obtaining the corresponding state of upper or lower boundary of the inequality relation more accurately, we send one qubit of werner state to go through PD or AD channel and obtain maximally (minimally) nonlocal entangled states, which maximize (minimize) the value of the Bell nonlocality for a given value of the entanglement. Here, the maximally nonlocal entangled states include two types, one of which is two-qubit pure states and the other of which is the maximally nonlocal mixed states. Futhermore, we study the evolution property of werner state about its entanglement and Bell nonlocality, where a special kind of mixed state can be produced by performing an arbitrary unitary operation on the werner state. And we find that the special mixed state's entanglement and Bell nonlocality are related to ones of a pure state, which can be transformed by putting the unitary operation on the Bell state. Bell nonlocality have been at the center of an active and intense research activity in the theory and experiment of quantum information science. The results presented about entanglement and Bell nonlocality will provide one an appropriate choice for more effectively utilizing the two quantum resources in the quantum information tasks.
